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The purpose of this paper is to discuss Ginsburg’s & Wright’s proposal to

enhance deterrence of hard-core cartels by shifting sanctions away from

corporations towards perpetrators and other responsible individuals; and by

specifically including the possibility of debarment as an option of sanction

against corporate officers and directors. It is organized as follows. Section II

presents data that supports policy decisions by antitrust authorities of prioritiz-

ing cartel enforcement. Section III analyzes why enhancing detection methods

and adopting severe sanctions against offenders are crucial elements to deter

hard-core cartels; I also describe Ginsburg & Wright’s proposal and other views
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I. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to discuss Ginsburg’s & Wright’s proposal to enhance

deterrence of hard-core cartels by shifting sanctions away from corporations

towards perpetrators and other responsible individuals; and by specifically

including the possibility of debarment as an option of sanction against corporate

officers and directors. It is organized as follows. Section II presents data that sup-

ports policy decisions by antitrust authorities of prioritizing cartel enforcement.

Section III analyzes why enhancing detection methods and adopting severe sanc-

tions against offenders are crucial elements to deter hard-core cartels; I also

describe Ginsburg & Wright’s proposal and other views on this issue. Section IV

examines Brazil’s policy on hard-core cartel enforcement vis a vis Ginsburg’s &

Wright’s proposal. Section V concludes.

II. The Harmful Effects of Hard-Core Cartels
The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development has stated that

hard-core cartels are “the most egregious violations of competition law as they

seriously harm consumers by raising prices and restricting output, without any

efficiency justifications. Such agreements among competitors result in inefficient

markets, where goods and services are unavailable for some consumers, and oth-

ers are forced to pay higher prices but for the cartel. In addition, by artificially

insulating themselves from the pressures that

derive from competitive marketplaces, cartel

members have limited incentives to control

costs and to innovate.

The harmful effects caused by cartels are diffi-

cult to quantify, since it would be necessary to

compare what happened in the market while the

cartel operated to a hypothetical situation where

the firms in the market competed honestly.

There are practical obstacles to performing this

comparison and usually competition authorities

are not required by law to undergo this exercise

before sanctions are imposed. Cartel fines generally are not determined based on

actual harm, but instead authorities look at the volume of commerce, a firm’s

turnover, or affected sales of the cartelized product or service and use a proxy esti-

mate (i.e., a set percentage) for the actual harm. Thus, there is not a significant

amount of data regarding the quantification of harm in hard-core cartel cases.

The Competition Committee of the OECD conducted one of the available

studies on the harm from hard-core cartels, based on a survey of cases conducted

by its members, and concluded that 16 cartel cases investigated between 1996

and 2000 had cost consumers around the world over U.S. $55 billion.1 The mark-
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ups differed considerably but, on average, prices in a market where a cartel oper-

ated were 10 to 20 percent higher than they would have been in absence of an

agreement. Still, in some cases, the mark-up reached as much as 50 percent over

what would have been charged had there not been a cartel. Another study con-

ducted by Levenstein & Suslow concluded that, from 1995 to 2005, overcharges

by international cartels reached as much as U.S. $500 billion.2 It follows from

both studies that cartels around the world annually harm consumers in a number

of billion U.S. dollars.

Strong enforcement against hard-core cartels is thus a common goal shared by

a great number of competition authorities around the world; these have, in the

last two decades, adopted leniency programs, criminalized cartel conduct,

imposed higher sanctions against participants, and increasingly cooperated with

each other on the path towards enhanced deterrence.3

III. The Two Elements of Deterrence: Effective
Detection and Optimal Sanctions
Jurisdictions that actively pursue anti-cartel enforcement face a common chal-

lenge that is, in fact, twofold: first, to heighten the fear of detection through the

use of an arsenal of different investigation

methods; and, second and equally important, to

institute the threat of severe and well-targeted

sanctions that will enhance deterrence.

Parties to hard-core cartels go to great lengths

to hide their behavior and indeed, in response

to recent enhanced enforcement in several

countries, are using increasingly elaborate

strategies to remain secretive.4 Competition

authorities have thus strived to enhance their

ability to detect cartel behavior. A number of

agencies resort to sophisticated investigative

techniques such as dawn raids and wire-tapping,

very often in cooperation with the police and

prosecutors of these countries and also with

each other.5

In the last two decades, a great number of jurisdictions have adopted leniency

or amnesty programs for cartel conduct. These programs allow competition

authorities to grant immunity of applicable sanctions to one (or more) of the co-

conspirators, in exchange for cooperation that will lead to the prosecution and

sanctioning of the other parties to the cartel. Leniency applicants provide

authorities access to direct evidence from inside the cartel at a much lower cost

than if other investigative techniques were used, and also act as a deterrence to
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parties considering joining or forming a conspiracy.6 When coupled with the risk

of detection and threat of severe sanctions, leniency programs introduce an

ingredient that will contribute to the instability of the cartel by providing a pow-

erful incentive to break ranks from the cartel and report the wrongdoing.7

Leniency programs become an attractive option as long as conspirators realize

that the chances of being detected are high. If that happens, severe sanctions will

be imposed. However, without strong enforcement actions that signal to cartel

members that their behavior will not go undetected, it is unlikely that any con-

spirator will spontaneously come forward to confess and cooperate. Similarly the

incentives to leave the cartel are diminished if the gains accrued through the

agreement are superior to the sanctions to which the cartel member will be

exposed if caught. And finally, leniency applications suppose a high degree of

trust between the authorities and the candidate to the program, as well as their

counsel. Therefore, as in any trust-based relationship, transparency and pre-

dictability of the program rules are paramount to encourage parties to confess

and to turn against the other co-conspirators.8

Currently, over 50 jurisdictions have leniency programs in place. In the

United States, companies have been fined over U.S. $5 billion dollars for

antitrust crimes since 1996, with over 90 percent related to investigations assist-

ed by leniency applicants.9 Enforcement experience confirms that having an

effective leniency program in place is an important step for competition agencies

to encourage deterrence. Nonetheless, despite the proliferation of leniency pro-

grams and the enhanced cartel enforcement around the globe, authors have

argued that cartels are still, overall, under-deterred.10

By agreeing not to compete, cartel members

are able to set prices and accrue profits substan-

tially above the competitive level. To discourage

what is clearly a very appealing business prac-

tice, the penalty has to be equally unappealing.

An additional aspect to be considered is that,

despite the recent increase in enforcement

around the world, evidence suggests that recidivism among cartelists is not infre-

quent. Stock price movements following indictment for price-fixing also indicate

under-deterrence; usually share prices fall significantly when charges are pressed,

but the overwhelming majority returns to pre-indictment levels within one

year.11 Moreover, taking into account the secretive nature of collusion and the

lengths cartelists go to in order to conceal their conduct, the detection of cartel

conduct will always remain a challenge for authorities, and conspirators are well

aware of that. Therefore, achieving deterrence requires strong enforcement cou-

pled with severe sanctions that outweigh the potential rewards of participating

in a cartel; not just merely as routine business costs.
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Sanctions form a relevant piece of any regulatory system. In addition to provid-

ing a deterrent, they act as catalysts to ensure that laws and regulations are com-

plied with and also signal that non-compliance will not be tolerated. A number of

different theories have been developed on what is the optimal sanction or, better

said, which is the optimal combination of sanctions that will effectively discourage

collusive behavior. Some jurisdictions have opted for making enterprises the exclu-

sive targets of enforcement and seek optimal deterrence of cartel activity through

adequate administrative sanctions alone.12 In a recent article, Professors Lande &

Davis13 reviewed data regarding criminal enforcement vis a vis private litigation in

the United States and concluded that the latter, by exposing corporations to very

high damage payments, has played a crucial role in deterrence.

Other authors have argued that an optimal sanction or mix of sanctions

depends on ensuring that the individuals who fix prices on the corporations’

behalf shoulder a substantial part of the total sanction.14 However, a relevant

point has been raised that if the individuals are exclusively sanctioned through

administrative or criminal fines, it is a challenge to prevent companies from

indemnifying them, either directly or indirectly, against pecuniary damages.15

Since this would completely undermine the purpose of the penalty, the most

effective sanction against individuals might be imprisonment.16 Moreover, there

is also the risk that these fines are passed on to consumers, as corporations may

choose to recoup those financial losses through price increases.

Ginsburg & Wright indicate that, in addition to the two potential targets of

antitrust sanctions—the individuals and the corporations—it is also relevant to

consider that there are two sources of these sanctions: law enforcement agencies

and the market. Law enforcement agencies impose the available sanctions in the

different jurisdictions against both targets; the market also imposes reputational

penalties. Ginsburg & Wright argue that two fundamental principles should

guide optimal sanctions for cartel activities: the first is aimed at calibrating sanc-

tions to achieve deterrence; and the second focuses on the adequate mix of sanc-

tions allocated between the enterprise and the individual(s) involved in the car-

tel. The first principle establishes that “(…) the total sanction must be great

enough, and no greater than necessary, to take the profit out of price-fixing.”17

And, according to the second principle, “the individuals responsible for the car-

tel activity, whether they are engaged in, complicit with, or negligent in prevent-

ing the price-fixing scheme, should be given a sufficient disincentive to discour-

age them from engaging in that activity.”18

The authors also point out that, taking into consideration the data available,

there is no indication that increasing fines against firms will enhance deterrence.

Therefore, they propose to reform antitrust sanctions by both shifting the

emphasis on sanctions against corporations to those directed at individuals and,

including as an alternative sanction, debarment of individuals from those posi-

tions that enable them to violate competition laws or allow subordinates to do
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so. The two main aspects of their proposal are the overall level of deterrence and

the combination, instead of the level, of sanctions.

Holding perpetrators accountable and tailoring the optimal mix of sanctions

through a combination of administrative and criminal penalties are two core ele-

ments of Brazil’s anti-cartel enforcement.

IV. Brazil’s Anti-Cartel Enforcement: Our Path
Towards Deterrence
Brazil’s Competition Policy System (“BCPS”) is composed of three agencies: the

Council for Economic Defense (“CADE”), an administrative tribunal that adju-

dicates both merger and conduct cases; and two investigative and advisory agen-

cies. These are, respectively, the Secretary for Economic Monitoring of the

Ministry of Finance (“SEAE”), in charge of merger review, and the Secretary of

Economic Law of the Ministry of Justice (“SDE”), responsible for anticompeti-

tive conduct investigation, including cartels. Both secretaries have legal man-

dates to perform both merger analysis and conduct investigations and may, at

their discretion, issue complementary reports to ones issued by the other

Secretary. However, in the past five years, the

Secretaries’ policy has been to forego this pre-

rogative. Both Secretaries’ reports to CADE are

non-binding.

Brazil has a dual enforcement system—cartels

are both an administrative infringement and a

crime. State and federal prosecutors are in charge of criminal prosecution and,

together with the criminal courts, enforce Law 8.137/1990, the statute that

establishes cartel activities as a crime. At the administrative level, the applica-

ble statute is Law 8.884/1994 and the prosecutorial role is performed by the SDE.

Since 2003, Brazilian antitrust authorities have promoted a hierarchy of

antitrust enforcement that places hard-core cartel prosecution as their top prior-

ity and, as with other antitrust authorities across the world, have had to focus on

developing better detection methods and increasing the sanctions that had pre-

viously been imposed against offenders. Their choice was to create an integrated

system where the administrative authorities in the federal government and the

criminal authorities at the federal and state levels work as a team, so as to utilize

the best of both systems and improve deterrence.

Brazil’s integrated system has three main and equally important purposes. The

first is to enhance the detection abilities of the antitrust authority, taking advan-

tage of the complementary expertise in the administrative and criminal spheres,

as well as of the resources of police and prosecutors around the Brazilian territo-

ries. The second is to secure convictions and jail sentences for executives who do
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not apply to Brazil’s leniency program, in addition to collecting the administra-

tive fines applicable to corporations and individuals under Law 8.884/1994. And

the third purpose is to increase legal certainty regarding the leniency program.19

During the first years after Brazil’s anti-cartel enforcement was launched, crim-

inal authorities played an accessory role that mostly consisted in providing tech-

nical assistance during dawn raids and executing leniency agreements with the

SDE. When criminal prosecution followed, until 2007 at least, in the vast major-

ity of the cases it happened as a consequence of enforcement at the administra-

tive level. These first steps of integration boosted SDE’s and CADE’s reputations

as tough enforcers and made available a variety of investigative tools that had

not been used before, thereby strengthening the cases prosecuted at the admin-

istrative level. This, in turn, had three important inter-related consequences:

first, CADE began imposing higher sanctions due to the existence of direct evi-

dence of collusion; second, it increased litigation during and after the adminis-

trative prosecution along with the instances

when CADE’s decisions and the SDE’s adminis-

trative acts were upheld by the courts; and

third, it attracted a greater number of leniency

applicants.

The landmark case that occurred during this

first phase of Brazil’s anti-cartel enforcement

was the crushed-rock cartel investigation. It was

the first time that administrative authorities, in close cooperation with criminal

authorities, executed an antitrust dawn raid.20 There was intense cooperation

between SDE and the Public Prosecutor’s Office of the State of Sao Paulo

throughout the case and, as a result, criminal proceedings were also filed before

the Judiciary. The proceedings led to joint interviews of witnesses by SDE and

the police as well as criminal indictments of several individuals. Ultimately,

however, all the criminal proceedings were settled with the payment of fines.

This case was an important step as it was the first time that the Public

Prosecutors from Sao Paulo argued a cartel case before the criminal court, but the

fact is that the parties did not face severe criminal consequences for having taken

part in the cartel. On the other hand, at the administrative level, using the SDE’s

report as a basis, CADE fined the defendant companies along with the trade

association in amounts ranging from 15 to 20 percent of their 2001 gross rev-

enues, depending on the degree of their involvement. Some of the parties chal-

lenged CADE’s final ruling before the Judiciary; so far all the judicial decisions

have unanimously upheld the fines imposed by CADE. In addition, at the

request of CADE’s legal service, the judges demanded a judicial deposit from the

parties in the amount of the administrative fine, before appealing to the courts.

The dynamics of the cooperation between administrative and criminal author-

ities and of the roles performed by each during the first years of Brazil’s anti-car-
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tel enforcement are well illustrated by the crushed-rock cartel investigation and,

although coordination has been at the crux of Brazil’s anti-cartel enforcement

from the outset, in this case it served a different purpose. The numerous dawn

raids that have been run since 2003; the growing number of leniency applicants;

and the hefty fines imposed by CADE have been decisive in attracting attention

from criminal authorities from the different states of the country and encouraging

anti-cartel enforcement to be treated as a relevant matter for criminal enforce-

ment. This approach has evolved significantly in the recent years, and the inte-

gration between criminal and administrative authorities has resulted in the detec-

tion of numerous domestic and international cartels, through investigations initi-

ated either by the SDE, or by police or prosecutors’ offices around the country.21

In 2008 the Sao Paulo State Prosecutor’s Office created a special unit to inves-

tigate cartels and to co-operate with the SDE in joint criminal and administra-

tive investigations. This arrangement became a template for co-operation

between SDE and other state prosecutors; currently there are agreements

between SDE and state prosecutors in 23 states, in addition to a separate agree-

ment with the federal prosecutors.22 These protocols culminated in the National

Anti-Cartel Strategy (“ENACC”), a formal net-

work to coordinate a plan of activities between

criminal and administrative authorities, with

the purpose of ensuring synergy and organization

in anti-cartel enforcement around the country.23

Deeper integration became indispensable as

enforcement changed the scale of activity, and

also as criminal authorities began performing a

leading role instead of an accessory one.

There are numerous synergies that can be

explored within a dual enforcement system, but

there are also significant challenges that derive

from the fact that administrative and criminal

authorities have different backgrounds and, on

occasion, may have different priorities. It is quite natural for an antitrust author-

ity to set anti-cartel enforcement as a top priority, but not as natural for criminal

authorities that usually are involved with the investigation of other serious

crimes to do the same. And even when that happens, and specialized units are

created, it does not necessarily follow that they will master the subject as well as

antitrust authorities. This has several consequences as, for example, which

penalties will be sought or what will be required to settle a case. Brazil’s anti-car-

tel enforcement is moving towards a new phase, where criminal authorities will

take the lead and administrative authorities will increasingly play a coordination

role. This is a work in progress and, during this transition, there will be some dis-

comfort, which is natural and part of the growth process. The results ahead seem

promising, but success depends on increased integration and coordination.
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CADE has also demonstrated its firm commitment to severely punishing car-

tels. In the recent past, fines imposed against firms sanctioned for hard-core car-

tels have frequently been in excess of 20 percent of their turnover in the year

prior to the beginning of the investigation.24 CADE has also coupled administra-

tive fines with other available sanctions in the antitrust statute, such as prohibit-

ing corporations that were found guilty of bid-rigging from bidding on govern-

ment contracts for certain periods of time, as well as publishing ads in major

Brazilian newspapers informing the public of the sanctions imposed by CADE for

participating in a cartel.25 But beyond that, and although CADE has severely

sanctioned individuals as well, Brazil’s policy on cartel enforcement operates

under the premise that enhanced deterrence is possible if the rigorous criminal

penalties provided by law (from 2–5 years jail terms26) are sought. Criminal and

administrative authorities reaffirmed this understanding in a document named

Brasilia Declaration, which instituted the ENACC.27

Many of the criminal authorities who take part in the ENACC are also in charge

of prosecuting other white-collar crimes. This allows those developing strategy for

cartel enforcement to learn from positive experiences in different areas such as

money laundering and insider trading. Following existing examples in other areas,

the ENACC issued two recommendations directed to Brazil’s Security and

Exchange Commission (CVM), with the purpose of preventing wrongful conduct

and improving transparency to stockholders.28 The first recommendation requires

that all listed companies adopt antitrust compliance programs; and the second

requires that companies give notice to stockholders when enforcement action is

initiated for price-fixing and other types of collusive behavior.

Brazil’s administrative and criminal authorities in charge of cartel enforcement

share the view that stricter penalties than those that have been imposed so far

are necessary to improve deterrence; but also recognize the importance of shift-

ing sanctions away from corporations towards individuals. Still, although there

have been recent decisions from criminal courts sentencing executives found

guilty of price-fixing to jail terms, and there are firm commitments from the par-

ties to the ENACC to enforce the criminal

statute more severely, there are certainly costs

for society to take into account when consider-

ing these sanctions as an option in every case.

In this context, Ginsburg & Wright’s proposal

is welcome. As in other white-collar crimes, jail

sentences tarnish the reputation of individuals

who are found guilty of participating in cartels,

which is an important aspect of such penalties. Adding the possibility of debarring

individuals responsible for price-fixing in publicly traded companies to the existing

sanction mix has two important features. First, as it has a strong reputational ingre-

dient, it will enhance deterrence. Second, as it will ban individuals from occupy-
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ing positions from which they could again violate or negligently enable their sub-

ordinates to violate the antitrust laws, it will prevent recidivism as well.

Pursuant to article 11 of Law 6.385/76,29 Brazil’s Securities and Exchange

Commission (“CVM”) has statutory authority to debar individuals found guilty

of serious infringements. Internal resolutions set out the practices that are con-

sidered serious infringements by the regulator and that may be punished by

debarment. This is an important precedent under Brazil’s legal system, i.e. debar-

ring directors and executives found culpable of white-collar crimes, in combina-

tion with or as an alternative to jail sentences. The possibility of including debar-

ment of individuals found guilty of price-fixing from occupying certain positions

in publicly traded companies in Brazil still depends on amending Law 8.884/94,30

as the CVM’s statutory authority is circumscribed to the infringements of its reg-

ulations, of Law 6.385/76, of Law 6.404/76,31 and of other legal provisions regard-

ing practices over which it has jurisdiction. As price-fixing, market division, bid-

rigging, and other types of collusive behavior fall outside this category, it will

therefore be necessary that debarment be included as a possible sanction under

Law 8.884/94, to be imposed by CADE when adjudicating a cartel case.32

V. Conclusions
Administrative enforcement has been the key driver of Brazil’s anti-cartel

enforcement until very recently, and sanctions in the past were mostly directed

towards corporations. Since 2003 though, the landscape has changed; culpable

individuals are increasingly being held accountable, and a continuous effort has

been made to enlarge the scope of available sanctions against offenders.

Effective cartel enforcement in Brazil is less

than a decade old and it would be premature to

reach definitive conclusions regarding deter-

rence. Nonetheless, empirical evidence on the

number of search and seizure warrants served,

on individuals sentenced to prison terms, as

well as on the increasing number of leniency

applications and settlements33 allows the con-

clusion that both requirements for deterrence of

cartel activity—heightened fear of detection

and threat of severe sanctions—were positively affected through the integration

of criminal and administrative authorities. Making available new sanctions that

give sufficient disincentive to executives and other officers from engaging in

collusion; as well as coordinating the various corporate and individual sanctions

to achieve the optimal total sanction, will set Brazil on a strong path towards

deterrence.
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Increasing Deterrence of International Cartels Though Jurisdictional Reliance (October 2008);
Douglas H. Ginsburg & Joshua D. Wright, Antitrust Sanctions ( June 2010); Gregory J. Werden,
Sanctioning Cartel Activity: Let the Punishment Fit the Crime (March 2009).

11 See Ginsburg & Wright, id., page 21.

12 The European Union is one of the jurisdictions that have severely sanctioned hard-core cartels
exclusively through administrative sanctions. Between the years 2005 and 2009 the sanctions against
hard-core cartels, adjusted for court judgments, have been in excess of EUR 9.75 billion. See
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/cartels/statistics/statistics.pdf (last visited September 5th, 2010).

13 Lande & Davis, supra note 10.

14 See Werden, supra note 7 and Ginsburg & Wright, supra note 10.

15 See contributions from Australia, the United States, and the United Kingdom to the OECD roundtable
on Cartel Sanctions Against Individuals, October, 2003. Available at www.oecd.org/dataoecd/
61/46/34306028.pdf. Last visited August, 25th, 2010.

16 On the other hand, criminal law authors like Luigi Ferrajoli, Winfried Hassemer, Eugenio Raul
Zaffaroni, and Alessandro Baratta have argued that the states’ intervention through criminal penalties
should be limited in scope—and therefore the institution of new categories of crimes should be
avoided, as well as increasing intensity, so that prison terms in particular should only be imposed as
punishment for the most harmful crimes.

17 See Ginsburg & Wright, supra note 10, at 3.

18 Id., at 4.

19 Brazil’s leniency program shelters both administrative and criminal sanctions from the directors and
managers of the cooperating firm if the individuals sign the agreement and fulfill the requirements
provided in the law. The SDE is the antitrust agency with power to negotiate a leniency agreement. In
the beginning, Brazil’s Leniency Program received some criticism as some claimed that the SDE, as an
administrative agency, could not ensure criminal immunity. The fact is that the law creates a legal fic-
tion and provides for the automatic extinction of criminal and administrative liability at the time
CADE verifies that the leniency applicant fulfilled all his obligations. However, to avoid any question-
ing and, although it is not a legal requirement, the SDE may involve the Prosecutors Office (state and
federal, depending on the case) in the execution of the leniency letter.

20 In 2002, SDE received an anonymous tip of an alleged cartel involving crushed rock companies in São
Paulo. The companies took part in a cartel to fix prices, allocate customers, restrict production, and rig
public auctions in the market for crushed rock, an essential raw material in the civil construction
industry. The companies also used sophisticated software in order to steer sales and check compliance
with the agreement. In July 2003, an administrative proceeding was initiated against 21 companies
and one trade association in order to investigate the alleged cartel violations. The anonymous tip pro-
vided the authorities with plenty of information which enabled SDE and the Public Prosecutors to run
the first antitrust dawn raid in Brazil’s history. The procedure was conducted at the offices of the
industry association Sindipedras. Seized evidence showed that there was, in fact, an illegal and
sophisticated cartel in place.

21 Due to enhanced cooperation, the number of search warrants served—and consequently the quality
of the evidence presented in cartel cases—has significantly increased: From 2003 to 2006, 30 war-
rants were served, while from 2007 to June 2010, more than 230 warrants were served. To date, more
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than 250 executives are facing criminal proceedings, over 40 executives have been sentenced to serve
jail time, and another 19 executives have been sentenced to pay criminal fines for their participation
in cartel conduct. One important investigation that resulted from a more active role played by the
criminal authorities was in the fuel retail sector, in the Northern region of Brazil. In May 2007, SDE,
together with SEAE, the Federal Police, and the State Prosecutors of the State of Paraiba launched a
dawn raid in Joao Pessoa and Recife to obtain evidence of a cartel in this sector. The operation
involved 190 agents who searched 26 different places and served 16 prison warrants. The dawn raid
exercises were called “Pact 274,” named after the price allegedly agreed for the liter of gasoline (BRL
2,74). The positive impact to the economy in this case was felt immediately after raids, as the average
price of the type C gasoline in Joao Pessoa went from BRL 2,74/litre in April 2007 to BRL 2,37/litre in
December the same year. Considering the price reduction and the increase in demand, consumer sav-
ings can be estimated up to BRL 32 million during the eight months after the raid. Stronger integra-
tion has also been crucial to detect international cartels that allegedly affected the Brazilian market,
as in the compressors cartel investigation that was initiated as the result of a leniency agreement
with SDE. Simultaneous dawn raids were conducted in Brazil, the United States, and Europe of sus-
pected cartel participants. More than 60 officers from SDE, the federal police, and state prosecutors
from Sao Paulo conducted the operation in Brazil. Three Brazilian subsidiaries of the U.S. appliance
maker Whirlpool reached a settlement agreement with CADE under which the company would pay a
fine of BRL 100 million (about U.S. $58.7 million) and six executives would pay fines totaling BRL 3
million (U.S. $1.8 million). These were the largest fines assessed and paid to date in a cartel case.
While the respondents admitted guilt as a result of the agreement, the case against other respon-
dents continues.

22 The SDE has also entered into cooperation agreements with the Federal Police and with the Secretary
of Security of the State of Parana.

23 In October 2009, two hundred prosecutors and police officers from different Brazilian states met to
discuss cartel enforcement issues and, at the end of the meeting, the formal network was instituted.

24 In September 2010, CADE issued its highest ever fine of 2.9 billion reais (EUR 1.3 billion) to five
industrial gas manufacturers for alleged long-term cartel activity. The companies’ products are used in
several industries, particularly health care. The fines to the gas manufacters are based on 25 percent
of the companies' gross revenues in 2003—when the investigation started—except for White
Martins, that was fined on 50 percent of its gross revenues, because it was also penalized for recidi-
vism, as it had been previously fined in 1997 for cartel activity. In addition to the firms, seven compa-
ny executives have also been fined.

25 See article 24, Law 8.884/94, available at http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/Leis/L6385.htm.

26 See article 4, Law 8.137/90, available at http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil/leis/L8137.htm.

27 Available at http://portal.mj.gov.br/data/Pages/MJ34431BE8ITEMID3DAD7B1909B2482EB4A0C2456
D06789DPTBRIE.htm.

28 In June 2008, CADE and CVM entered into a cooperation agreement that covers technical assistance
and exchange of information, available at http://www.cade.gov.br/upload/Cade%20e%20CVM.pdf.

29 Available at www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/Leis/L6385.htm.

30 There is currently a bill pending approval in Congress that will amend Law 8.884 to consolidate the
BCPS into one agency, impose pre-merger notification and provide the agency with a significant num-
ber of new, permanent positions. PL 09/2009 had been approved by the House of Representatives and
is under consideration in the Senate.

31 Available at http://www.planalto.gov.br/ccivil_03/Leis/L6404consol.htm.
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32 Articles 23 and 24 of Law 8.884/94 list the sanctions that CADE may impose on parties found guilty
of cartel conduct and of other anticompetitive conducts.

33 The Brazilian Cartel Settlement was introduced in May 2007 through an amendment to the Brazilian
Competition Law. CADE, through its Resolutions 46/2007 and 51/2009, has detailed the negotiation
rules and procedures. It covers administrative liability and is available for all firms and individuals that
are parties to an administrative investigation of cartel involvement. CADE is the antitrust agency with
power to enter into settlements. SDE may issue a non-binding opinion directed to CADE on whether
or not to settle; it has done this for all cases. Federal and state prosecutors are in charge of enforcing
the criminal statute and apart from the case of leniency agreements, where officers and managers
that come forward are completely sheltered from criminal liability, a settlement with CADE does not
mean that the case will be criminally settled. The criminal settlement has to be negotiated on a case-
by-case basis with the state level and federal criminal prosecutors, but due to the close working rela-
tionship between criminal and administrative authorities, settlement with CADE increases the proba-
bility of settlement with the criminal authorities as well.
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